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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS

Michael walks out of the fighting ring and walks up to

Marinette and Dodger.

MARINETTE HONS

Great work Nichael. You are amazing

in the fight.

MICHAEL SPINE

Thanks Marinette. I hope I get into

the best traveling magic guild to

go into.

MARINETTE HONS

I hope so to.

MICHAEL SPINE

(smiles)

I know right. What do you think

Dodger?

Dodger has his arms crossed in front of him and has a smile

on his face.

DODGER LONE

Great work Nichael.

Dodger walks away from them.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Please have the 2 other fighters

into the ring, the next fight shall

commends.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Nichael just got stronger in 1 day.

I hope I can surpass him in 1 day.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

May we please have our 2 fighters

come into the ring for our next

match.

MICHAEL SPINE

(To Dodger)

I wish you good luck Dodger.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

(smiles)

Thanks Nichael.

Dodger walks into the fighting ring and takes out his magic

wand.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. DODGER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM DAYTIME

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Dodger’s house,

Dodger’s mother LAURA in her late 40s beautiful, smart, shy,

sensitive, has blonde hair and white eyes is sitting up at

the window with the curtains closed with a little bit of

LIGHT SHINING in.

Laura picks up a picture of her and Dodger off from the

table and looks at it.

A TEAR comes down her face. Laura looks up in worry.

DISSOLVE TO

INT. LONE GUILD HALL MANY YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

In a flashback many years ago at the Lone Magic Guild Hall,

there is a SHADOWY FIGURE at the end of the hall.

Hundreds of bodies are all laying on the floor. Laura

SCREAMS as she walks in with Young Dodger.

Laura runs out of the room with Young Dodger.

RETURN TO SCENE

LAURA LONE

(smiles)

Good luck my future King of the

world.

CUT TO



3.

INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS

Back at the Magic Guild tray outs Dodger is in the fighting

ring and goes into his fighting stances.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Next up we have Dodger Line.

Zolly Huge walks into the fighting ring with a big smile on

his face and his body leaps up and down.

ANNOUNCER (V.O) (CON’T)

And Zolly Huge.

DODGER LONE

Hey I know you. You are a freshman

from Nobletin High school.

ZOLLY HUGE

Of course I am. I am the one who

skips classes and go onto

adventures all over the school.

DODGER LONE

(smiles)

No wonder I never wee you in the

halls.

ZOLLY HUGE

I never go to class, but the Hall

Monitor always catches me in the

act.

DODGER LONE

(ask)

So tell me why do you want to go

into a traveling magic guild in the

first place?

ZOLLY HUGE

Simple...TO GO ON AN ADVENTURE!!!

DODGER LONE

But do you think you will miss the

people that you love while going on

a life long adventure?

ZOLLY HUGE

Who needs love ones when you can

travel the world.

The MAGIC FORCE FIELD APPEARS around the fighting ring.

(CONTINUED)
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ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Battle Begin.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. BRIGHT YELLOW AURA

APPEARS all over Dodger’s body. YELLOW ENERGY BALLS

SURROUNDS his body.

DODGER LONE

(shouts)

Shock-A-Bolt!!!

Dodger’s Yellow Energy Balls FLY right at Zolly.Zolly

RAPIDLY DODGES the attack. He ZOOMS up to Dodger and throws

a punch at him. A LIGHT SHIELD APPEARS in front of Dodger,

making Zolly hit the shield, causing the force of the impact

to PUSH him back and causing him to FLY through the air and

fall onto the ground.

ZOLLY HUGE

That was awesome. Do it again.

DODGER LONE

Really? You like it?

ZOLLY HUGE

No...I want to see if I can out run

it.

DODGER LONE

Zolly this is about showing your

powers, not for seeing if you are

faster then your powers.

ZOLLY HUGE

I know, just do it.

Dodger FIRES an ENERGY BLAST out of his wand at Zolly.

DODGER LONE

FLASH DASH!!!!

Zolly QUICKLY dodges the attack with his MAGICAL SPEED, and

appears behind Dodger.

Zolly’s arms VIBRATE in the air.

ZOLLY HUGE

Sonic Strikers!!!

Zolly throws a punch at Dodger. Dodger gets hit by the punch

and bumps into the force field. Dodger FIRES a LASER BLAST

out from his wand at Zolly.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

BLITZ BUSTER!!!

Dodger FIRES SPARKLY STARS out from his wand at Zolly. Zolly

WAVES his hands RAPIDLY in the air.

ZOLLY HUGE

Speed shield!!!

Zolly MAKES an AIR SHIELD causing the stars to BOUNCE off

from the air shield. Zolly ZOOMS right behind Dodger and

throws a kick at him. Dodger gets hit by the kick and falls

onto the ground. Dodge stands up from the ground and WAVES

his wand around his right fist, causing his fist to GLOW

WHITE.

DODGER LONE

Flash Fist!!!

Dodger throws a punch at Zolly, hitting him and causing him

to FIRE a WHITE BEAM OF LIGHT out from his fist, launching

Zolly through the air and hit against the force field.

Dodger FIRES RAPID ENERGY BEAMS At Zolly.

DODGER LONE

Blitz Lane!!!

Zolly leaps over the energy beams and throws a punch at

Dodger. Dodger blocks the attack and judo throws Dodger onto

the floor.

ZOLLY HUGE

Invis-Phantom!!!

Zolly TURNS INVISIBLE. Zolly stands up from the floor and

throws punches and kicks at Dodger.

Dodger throws to land a punch onto Zolly, but Zolly dodges

the attacks while being invisible.

DODGER LONE

How will this give your an

advantage?

ZOLLY HUGE (V.O)

Who saids I only use this for an

advantage, but I only do it for

fun.

DODGER LONE

This is serious Zolly. Do you want

to go on an adventure in a magical

traveling guild or just want to

show off your powers to everyone?

(CONTINUED)
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ZOLLY HUGE (V.O)

No, I want to go on an adventure

with no education.

Dodger gets hit by the invisible Zolly. Dodger circles his

wand in the air.

DODGER LONE

Paint Light!

Dodger FIRES YELLOW SLEDGE out from his wand at the

invisible Zolly covering him in the sledge.

ZOLLY HUGE

Dude what is this stuff?

DODGER LONE

It’s paint. And I see you.

ZOLLY HUGE

Oh man.

Dodger ZAPS his wand at Zolly causing ELECTRICITY to come

out from his wand.

DODGER LONE

ELECTRO STORM!!!

Zolly gets hit by the electricity and SKIDS onto the ground

and SLAMS against the force field. Dodger runs up to Zolly

and throws a kick at Zolly. He blocks the attack and WAVES

his hands RAPIDLY in the air and CREATES a TORNADO in the

air.

ZOLLY HUGE

Running tornado!!!

Zolly throws the tornado at Dodger. Dodger gets SUCKED into

the tornado. Dodger uses his magic to DESTROY the

tornado. Dodger throws a kick at Zolly. Zolly blocks the

kick and BLOWS WIND out from his wand at Dodger launching

through the air.

DODGER LONE

My turn. Bounce Light!!!

LIGHT SHINES under Dodger’s feet. He LAUNCHES himself right

at Zolly. He throws a kick at him, but Zolly dodges the

kick and throws a counter attack onto Dodger hitting him in

the chest and knocking him to the ground.

Zolly’s arms start to VIBRATE RAPIDLY.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOLLY HUGE

Rapid Rabbit Rampage!!!

DODGER LONE

Light Speed Reflects!!!

Zolly throws RAPID PUNCHES at Dodger, while Dodger blocks

his punches at LIGHT SPEED. Dodger begins to SWEAT while

blocking Zolly’s rapid punches.

ZOLLY HUGE

(impressed)

Wow you are sought an amazing

wizard dude, you blocked all of my

punches.

DODGER LONE

It’s all worth it. I’m going to be

the King of the World someday.

Michael is shock and surprise about Dodger also wanting to

be the King of the World.

MICHAEL SPINE

WHAT NO WAY?!!

DODGER LONE

It’s true I want to be the King of

the World some day.

MICHAEL SPINE

(upset)

That’s impossible. I want to be

King of the World some day.

DODGER LONE

Well you better keep up buddy, if

you want to be King of the World.

MICHAEL SPINE

(upset)

Oh yes I will!!!

MARINETTE HONS

(to Dodger)

Could you just focus on the fight

you’re in?

Suddenly Zolly throws a kick at Dodger. Dodger uses his

MAGIC to BLOCK the attack.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

DELUXE DEFENSE!!!

Dodger uses his magic to make a shield to APPEAR in front of

him causing Zolly to kick the shield and causing a FLASH of

LIGHT to come out from the shield, causing Zolly to be

pushed back by the force of the light.

ZOLLY HUGE

(ask)

You want to join a traveling guild

just to be King of the World? I

want to do it just for a great

adventure.

DODGER LONE

Just shut up and fight.

Dodger waves his wound in the air and causes STARS to APPEAR

and FLOAT around Zolly.

DODGER LONE

Star Gust!!!

The floating stars floating around Zolly then SPIN and BLOW

wind out of them and causes Zolly to be blown by the wind

and SPIN around in the surrounded stars.

Zolly PHASES through the surrounding stars and runs right up

to Dodger.

ZOLLY HUGE

Dash Delight!!!

Zolly makes his hands GLOW with RED LIGHT.

DODGER LONE

Crimson Copy!!!

Dodger WAVES his wonder in their air and COPIES Zolly’s

attack. Dodger’s hands GLOW with RED LIGHT. They both throw

RAPID PUNCHES at each other, hitting each other’s fist and

causing them to EXPLODE by the impacts of the blow from the

punches.

Dodger and Zolly both been thrown by the explosion and

causing them to hit the force fields. Dodger then looks

behind him to the force field and has an idea.

He places his wand onto the force field and hit wand GLOWS

GREEN.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

Energy Flow!!!

Suddenly ENERGY BEAMS come out from the force field hitting

Zolly. Zolly gets hit by the energy beams and collapse to

the floor.

The Force field then DISAPPEARS and Dodger hops out from the

stage.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Dodger Lone is the winner.

Everyone CLAP and CHEER for Dodger. Zolly stands up from the

stage floor and feels all dizzy from the energy beams

hitting him from the fight.

ZOLLY HUGE

What just happened?

MICHAEL SPINE

You lost dude.

ZOLLY HUGE

Oh man.

MICHAEL SPINE

(to Dodger)

Nice work Dodger.

Dodger walks away from Michael with a rude look on his face.

Michael has a confused look on his face as Dodger walks away

from him.

MICHAEL SPINE (V.O)

(confuse)

Man, what’s his problem?

CUT TO

INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM WOMEN’S WASHROOM

In the women’s washroom of the Magical Stadium, Marinette

SPLASHES WATER into her face while looking in the mirror.

She uses a paper towel to wipe the water off from her face.

She looks at herself in the mirror.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Next up we have Marriet Ohm and

Freaky Feena.

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

I’m next....I hope I win this

fight.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Everyone in the

stadium are CHEERING for the next fight.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Our next fight is about to begin.

Marinette walks up onto the fighting ring. Freaky Feena then

walks up onto the ring. The Fighting Rings’ FORCE FIELD

ACTIVATES and covers the fighting ring.

MICHAEL SPINE

Go get her Marinette.

MARINETTE HONS

(smiles)

Thanks for the support Michael.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Next up is Marinette and Freaky

Feena.

FREAKY FEENA

(to Marinette)

REady to fight little lady?

MARINETTE HONS

I’m not a little lady. I’m just a

lovely teenage girl.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Fight begins now.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marinette

waves her wand in the air and causing some PIECES from the

ring to BREAK APART.

She throws them right at Freaky Feena. Freaky Feena smiles

and causing the pieces to fly back at Marinette. Marinette

dodges the attack and points her wand at Freaky Feena.

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HONS

Air Beam!!!

Marinette BLOWS WIND out from her wand at Freaky Feena.

Freaky Feena smiles.

FREAKY FEENA

Position Switch.

Freaky Feena uses her MAGIC to SWITCH position with her and

Marinette, causing Marinette to TELEPORT to Freaky Feena’s

position and Freaky Feena to her position. Marinette gets

hit by her own Air Beam and falls onto the ground.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

She used her magic to make us

switch positions. This is 1 tough

woman.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Only 2 minutes remaining.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

2 minutes remaining? How am I going

to defeat this lady in 2 minutes.

Michael and Dodger are on the edge of their seats, as they

watch the fight between Marriet and Freaky Feena.

MICHAEL SPINE (V.O)

Come on Marinette you can do it.

Marinette tapes her wand onto the ground, causing it to

SHAKE.

MARINETTE HONS

Ground Shock!!!

The ground CRACKS up and causing PIECES OF THE GROUND to

shoot up off of the floor and hit Freaky Feena, causing her

to FLY upward into the air and hit the ceiling of the force

field.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

I can’t lose now. I have to be in

the same guild as Nichael. I have

to win.

FREAKY FEENA

Your magic is impressive. But now

impressive enough.

Freaky Feena SNAPS her wand into 2 halves.

(CONTINUED)
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ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Oh my. It looks like Freaky Feena

breaks her wand into 2 halves, what

is she planning?

FREAKY FEENA

(to Marinette)

Allow meet to show you my true

power of my magic.

Freaky Feena waves both of her halves of her wand in the air

causing BLACK HOLES to APPEAR out in the air and all over

the place inside of the force field.

Everyone all stair as amazement of Freaky Feena’s magic.

MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

What is this?

FREAKY FEENA

Freaky Force !!!

All MAGICAL ENERGY BEAMS come out from all of the holes

directly at Marinette. Marinette waves her wand in a circle

over her head.

MARINETTE HONS

Protection Force!!!

A FORCE FIELD APPEARS around Marinette, causing all of the

magical energy beams to REFLECT off of her force field and

causing them to BOUNCE off all over the place inside of the

force field.

SMOKE APPEARS inside of the force field, causing the whole

inside of the force field to TURN TO BLACK. Michael freaks

out from the scene of it.

MICHAEL SPINE

NO!!! MARINETTE KICK HER BUTT.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

With only 1 minute and 50 seconds

remaining, and we can’t see what’s

going on inside of the force field,

we won’t no what’s going to happen?

Inside of the force field it’s completely dark and Marinette

can’t see a thing inside of it.

MARINETTE HONS

I can’t see a thing inside.

(CONTINUED)
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FREAKY FEENA (V.O)

I was waiting for you to do that.

MARINETTE HONS

(ask)

What do you mean by that?

Suddenly Marinette falls into a hole.

CUT TO

EXT. FREAKY WORLD

BIZARRE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marinette falls

into Freaky World. A World of freaky shapes and colors, and

BIZARRE ANIMALS.

Marinette looks worried and wants to get out of here. Then

Freaky Feena FLOATS down into Freaky World.

MARINETTE HONS

What is this place?

FREAKY FEENA

This is Freaky world. My World that

I made. With my own magic.

MARINETTE HONS

What do you mean by that?

FREAKY FEENA

You see. As I was born I didn’t had

any magic, but as I got older...My

magic quickly developed. So I

created this world. It’s the first

thing I did when I got my powers. I

simply trap people here and soon

they evolve into bizarre creatures

that you see before your very eyes.

MARINETTE HONS

Did you do this? Did you send me

here?

FREAKY FEENA

To replace you with another person

of yourself and thinking people

that I win the fight.

1 of the Bizarre Creatures TRANSFORM into Marinette.

Marinette is in shock to see that a bizarre creature

transform into her.

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HONS (V.O)

What’s up with this lady? I got to

finish this before time runs out.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marriet sticks her

wand in the air and FIRES a BEAM OF ENERGY out from it.

MARINETTE HONS

Back Fight!!!

The Beam of Energy hits Freaky Feena and the imitation of

Marinette. They get hit by it and causing the imitation to

TRANSFORM back into a bizarre creature and falls onto the

ground. Freaky Feena get’s stunned by the attack and gets

dizzy.

MARINETTE HONS

This is my chance.

Marinette points her wand to the ground.

MARINETTE OHMS

Rocket Boost!!!

Marinette’s wand ROCKETS upward into the air while Marinette

is holding onto it, and she exits out through the hole in

the air back into the stadium.

CUT TO

INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Marinette enters

back into the stadium and back inside of the force field,

where it’s still pitch black from the smoke.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

With 30 seconds remaining, we still

can’t see anything going on inside

of the force field.

Freaky Feena leaps out of the hole to Freaky World and into

the force field of the ring of the stadium.

MARINETTE HONS(V.O)

30 seconds left, I got to finish

Freaky Feena before time is up.

Marinette TAPS her wand onto the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HONS

Ground Pop!!!

Freaky Feena gets hit by the FORCE of the ground causing her

to FLY upward into the air.

MARINETTE HONS

Clear Spin!!!

Marinette spins around and causing the smoke to DISAPPEAR in

the force field.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

The Smoke disappears in the force

field and it seems Marriet has the

upper hand in this fight.

Freaky Feena struggles to get up off from the ground.

MARINETTE HONS

Stay down!!!. Magnet Land!!!

PINK GLOWING ENERGY APPEARS on the ground, causing Freaky

Feena to stick to the ground. Marinette raises her wand into

the air.

MARINETTE HONS

ENERGY SHOCK!!!!

Marinette wand SHOOTS out LASERS out of it, and uses the

energy from the force field to FIRE an ENERGY BEAM at Freaky

Feena, SHOCKING her and causing her to be knocked out by the

attack.

The timer RINGS and the fight is over. The Force Field

DISAPPEARS, and Marinette comes off of the ring.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

And Marriet is the winner.

Michael and Dodger walks up to Marriet to congratulate her.

DODGER LONE

Good work Marriet.

MICHAEL SPINE

How was it anyway. Can you see

Freaky Feena through the smoke?

MARINETTE HONS

Let’s just say it’s a whole new

world in there.

FADE TO
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INT.NOBLETIN MAGICAL STADIUM OPEN FIELDS SUNSET

The Sun is setting over the stadium and the sky is orange.

All of the participants are all gather in front of the Guild

Masters.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

We reached the end of the exam. The

Guild Masters will pick 1 of each

of you into their guild. We will go

in order by number. May we have

number 1 step forward.

SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A MAN steps

forward and face the Guild Masters. Chef Chase Ace raises

his hand into the air to pick him.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations Number 1 you are

now part of the Mighty Dogs. Now

may we have number 2 to step

forward.

MONTAGE:

-A Woman with the number 8 on her chest steps forward.

Alessandra Grace raises her hand in the air to pick her.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations number 8 you’re now

part of the Graceful Swans.

- A boy wearing a number 22 on his chest steps forward. Chef

Chamba Bobo raises his hand in the air.

-A MAN with a samurai sword steps forward with a nervous

look on his face. Captain Winward Waves raises his hand in

the air to pick him.

-A LITTLE GIRL steps forward to the guild masters, but non

of them raises their hands.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Sorry number 32 better luck next

year.

- A BROWN SKIN MAN steps forward and Sir Zic Major raises

his hand to pick him. Nichael looks nervous and starts to

sweat.

MICHAEL SPINE (V.O)

This is intense. Will they choose

me or not?

(CONTINUED)
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- A MAN with a mustache steps forward. Sleepy Sam raises his

hand to pick him.

- An ELDER WOMAN steps forward, but no hands are raised in

the air.

- Lamlon Gory raises his hand in the air to pick the next

participant.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations number 60.

- Sister Luna Scarlight raises her hand in the air to pick

the next participant.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations number 79.

- Edick Fang raises his hand in the air to pick the next

participant.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations number 94.

END OF MONTAGE

With the exam coming to an end only 20 participants are

left, along with Nichael, Dodger and Marriet.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Guild Masters, we only have 23

participants left, please choice

wisely. Number 115 please step

forward.

Dodger steps forward to face the guild masters. All of the

guild masters raise their hands in the air to pick him.

MARINETTE HONS

Wow. All of the guild masters all

raise their hands in the air.

MICHAEL SPINE

What does that mean?

MARINETTE HONS

I think Dodger is the 1 who can

pick 1 of the guilds to join.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Please number 115 pick your guild.

(CONTINUED)
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DODGER LONE

I will pick the Golden Griffins.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Congratulations, you’re now part of

the Golden Griffins. Now may we

have number 116 to step forward.

Michael steps forward to the guild masters with a nervous

look on his face. Suddenly all of the guild masters raise

their hands in the air to pick him.

MICHAEL SPINE (V.O)

Wow they really like me.

DODGER LONE (V.O)

Really, they want Nichael to be in

their guilds too? I wonder what

guild he’ll pick.

MICHAEL SPINE

I will pick the Questful Quails as

my guild to join.

LEE DAR

Well then welcome to the Questful

Quails.

Michael smiles with job as he is going to be part of the

Questful Quails.

ANNOUNCER

My we have number 117 to step

forward.

Marinette steps forward to face the guild masters. Sleepy

Sam raises his hand in the air to pick her.

MARINETTE HONS

Wait !!! No!!!.

SLEEPY SAM (V.O)

Is there a problem young lady?

MARINETTE HONS

Yes, I don’t want to be separated

from my best friend, I want to be

by his side.

LEE DAR

So are you saying that you want to

join the Questful Quails?

(CONTINUED)
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MARINETTE HONS

Yes...I do.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

Alright then you are now part of

the Questful Quails.

Michael and Dodger both have a questionable look on their

faces. Marinette walks up to them with a smile on her face.

MICHAEL SPINE

What was all that about?

MARINETTE HONS

Well...I just want you to be safe.

And I’m the one who is going to

keep you safe.

DODGER LONE

Alright then. So now that we are

now part of traveling guilds now,

what do we do?

MICHAEL SPINE

First we will video chat with each

other to keep in touch with each

other.

MARINETTE HONS

I’m down with that.

DODGER LONE

That’s a good idea. Now let’s get

ready for our new lives on

traveling guilds.

They all exit out of the stadium.

FADE TO

INT. NOBLETIN ORPHANAGE MORNING SUNRISE.

The sun RISES through the window and Nichael is sleeping at

the door with his stuff for his new life in a traveling

guild.

Marriet walks downstairs with her bags with a smile on her

face seeing Nichael sleeping at the door.

MARINETTE HONS

Michael?

(CONTINUED)
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Michael then wakes up from his sleep and stands up off from

the floor.

MICHAEL SPINE

Yeah?

MARINETTE HONS

Did you sleep at the front door

last night?

MICHAEL SPINE

Yes to prepare for the Questful

Quails.

Then Blake and Jade walk up to them.

JADE

Looks like you are an excitable

one.

MICHAEL SPINE

You bet, come on we got to get

going.

BLAKE

But what about breakfast?

NICHAEL SPINE

Oh yeah forgot about that.

CUT TO

INT. DODGER’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM MORNING

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Dodger walks down

into the living room with his bags in his arms.

He looks at his mother in the living room. He puts his bags

down onto the floor and walks up to his mother.

DODGER LONE

(ask his mother)

Are you alright mom?

LAURA LONE

I am....Alright.

DODGER LONE

Are you going to be OK while I am

in the Golden Griffins?

(CONTINUED)
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LAURA LONE

Of course I will. We will video

message each other everyday.

DODGER LONE

Not everyday, there might be a

school on the Golden Griffins’

ship.

LAURA LONE

That’s true...But when you are

going to be in danger, please fight

with your life.

DODGER LONE

Don’t worry mom. I will unlock all

of the other spells in my

spellbook.

LAURA LONE

It’s not that, it’s just that...

There is going to be evil out

there, and you won’t have to fight

them alone and you will have to

rely on your new friends and allies

to help you fight.

DODGER LONE

Don’t worry. Your future King of

the World is going to do his best.

Laura and Dodger both hug each other.

FADE TO

EXT. NOBLETIN DOCKS DAYTIME SUNNY

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the Nobletin

Docks, all of the traveling guild ships are at the docks.

Michael, Marinette, Dodger, Jade, Blake, Flint, Tobey, Zoey,

Emily and Laura arrive at the docks.

Michael and Marinette look at the ship of the Questful

Quails called the Water Quail.

BLAKE

Well this is it.

MICHAEL SPINE

I know right.

(CONTINUED)
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FLINT

(to Marinette and Michael )

We are going to miss you guys.

MARINETTE HONS

Don’t worry, we will video message

you everyday.

ZOEY

Promise?

MICHAEL SPINE

Of course we will.

JADE

Before you go, we want you to keep

this.

Jade gives Michael and Marinette a picture.

MARINETTE’S P.O.V

Marinette looks at the picture of her, Michael, Jade, Blake,

Flint, Tobey, Zoey and Emily.

RETURN TO SCENE

MARINETTE HONS

This is very nice of you. Thank

you.

Nichael and Marriet hugs the others.

Dodger looks at the Golden Griffins’ ship the Glorious

Griffin. Laura rubs her arm in nervousness and faces Dodger.

DODGER LONE

(to his mother)

Are you alright?

Laura smiles and gives Dodger a hug and a kiss.

LAURA LONE

I’m going miss you my King of the

World.

Michael, Marinette head onto the Water Quail and Dodger

heads onto the Glorious Griffin.

The Camera SLOWLY goes upward into the air and points to the

sun.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR (V.O)

As our 2 future kings said goodbye

to their loved ones. Their journeys

begin...For the search for the

crown of the King of the World.

FADE TO BLACK


